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July 22nd 2020 - Clinic staff behaviour - quick check in exposing obvious risk of transmission for COVID-19 
 

Think you’re doing OK in your clinic? If you thought this was clinic as usual plus a mask, then just run your eyes over 
these to see you are capturing the obvious risk drivers down. As a tip, assume you are in the presymptomatic stage!  
 

1. You’ve closed your staff tea room? If you answer no please review  
Rationale– full of saliva (cups in sinks/taps), fingerprints i.e.high touch shared surfaces, no open windows, no 
masks, more than one person present – all are risk drivers up. Why do you assume you are not infected? 
Solution - Reduce risk by bringing your thermos to leave in car or go to cafe / walk – outside trumps inside every 
time. If weather decent, sit outside for break (breaks are essential for mental health)  

 
2. More than one staff at reception? If you answer yes please review  

Rationale – one room more than one person, closed windows is risk driver up even with sneeze shield and mask.  
Solution – have one receptionist in a closed office to answer phones without mask and receptionist alone at 
reception with mask. Alternate in two hr blocks with your colleague as it’s stressful wearing a mask too long 

 
3. Reception staff trying to answer phone with masks? If you answer yes please review  

See above 

 
4. You have to shout at patients through a mask or you lean too close because they can’t hear you? No/yes? 

Rationale – the louder you speak the further the droplets fall, mask not 100% protective = risk driver up 
Solution – speak outside to patient 1.5 m / speak through pt car window / phone in car (privacy suspended atm)   

 
5. Patient still using waiting room? If you answer yes please review  

Rationale – every time you place someone in one place for more than a few minutes you drive risk up. Pt wear 
mask mostly incorrectly and continually touch it and everything else 
Solution – pt is outside in car etc and only called in to walk straight through to cons/treatment room to drive 
risk of exposure down to staff. Payment can be arranged to be no touch  

 
6. You thought that having a mask mean you are not exposed? If you answer yes please review 

Rationale – masks are not 100% (estimated 65% if one contact wears it and 85% if both wear one), you are 
asked to report to health dept if you had close contact with a pos even if you wore a mask     

 Solution – treat a mask as additional to distancing etc not instead of  

 
7. It’s enough to just record staff OK each morning with contactless infrared temp check? If yes please review  

Rationale – you can feel perfectly OK with a runny nose and dry cough but have COVID-19.  
Solution – list all known 8-10 symptoms each morning when you check staff in. Contactless thermometers can 
be a problem at cold entrance on cold foreheads and need recalibration constantly. Check yours is approved. 
  

8. Isn’t it enough to just work the same now that we and the pt wear a mask? If you answer yes please review 
Rationale – a mask is not nearly as protective as distancing plus mask so both needed to reduce risk further 
Solution – masks decrease risk when you cannot distance but step back as soon as you can to further reduce. 

  
So can you reduce further your level of risk? It’s about behaviours, not masks. Start adjusting the risk levers now! 
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